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Bench Memorandum 
Constitutional Law Debate #3  

Protest Zones and the First Amendment 
 

Summary of the Fact Pattern 
(Full fact pattern located on pages 103-106 of NJ LEEP’s 2017-18 Debate Manual.) 

 
In Swingstateonia, Betty Mendoza was arrested and convicted of violating the Access to 
Rights Act. On February 14th, 2014 Betty Mendoza was videotaped by the police having 
a conversation with Jane Doe in front of the Women’s Choice Clinic. Ms. Mendoza was 
counseling Jane Doe not to have an abortion from more than 12 feet away, but then 
walked up to Jane Doe to hand her literature. 
 
 In 2008 the Women’s Choice Clinic (WCC) opened in Smyrna City. The WCC provided 
women’s health services— reproductive health screening, family planning, the 
provision of contraception, and abortion procedures— from when it opened until 2013 
when the political climate of Swingstateonia changed. The ARA was passed by a 2/3 
majority of the Swingstateonia legislature over the threat of a veto by the new pro-life 
governor.  
 
The ARA makes it unlawful within 50 feet of a healthcare facility at which abortions are 
performed to “block access to a health care facility at which abortions are performed” or 
to “knowingly approach, within 12 feet of another person, in order to harass that person 
or otherwise limit their abilities to exercise their constitutionally protected right(s).” 
Swingstateonia Rev. Stat § 22-5-723(g). The ARA statute defines harassment for 
purposes of the law as “repeated unwelcome communication designed to prevent a person 
from exercising his/her constitutional rights.” The ARA also exempts from its 
requirements any employee or volunteer of a health care facility offering abortions. 
 
An excerpt of the conversation between Ms. Mendoza and Jane Doe appears below: 
 
Mendoza: Have you taken time to think about what you are going to do? You are not 
alone. 
 
Jane Doe: Yes. This is my choice. 
 
Mendoza: I can offer you free health care during pregnancy and help with the baby after 
it is born. 
 
Jane Doe: Oh yeah? Where? 
 
Mendoza: Right here. Just come through this door. 
 
Jane Doe: I have to go. 
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Mendoza: Have you seen your baby? 
 
Jane Doe: What? 
 
(The conversation continues until volunteer escorts Jane Doe into the WCC. The rest of 
the conversation appears on pages 105-106.) 
 
Legislative History 
 
In the fact pattern Representative Laura Linney states that the Access to Rights Act does 
not mention "abortion," but the top of page 104 quotes the ARA as having "abortion" in 
the language. Politicians are not strangers to discourse and action which can either be 
misleading or misinformed.  The main idea presented by Representative Linney relates to 
the content or viewpoint neutrality of the ARA. 
 
Petitioners may want to try to rehabilitate the language of Rep. Linney by claiming she 
was not speaking about all language in the act, but only speaking about the introductory 
language of the purpose of the bill.  Or petitioners may simply want to be ready to claim 
legislative history is simply not relevant to the legal issue at hand. (Or claim that, 
regardless of mis-speech, her main point is still relevant). 
 
Respondents may want to claim mistaken language by opponents to the law.  Or 
respondents may take the approach that the language of one representative simply isn't 
relevant, and the real issue is the protection of access to all rights.  Respondents should 
look at the main point of Laura Linney's language, however, to be prepared for a potential 
petitioner legal or policy argument that the ARA is not a law protecting access to all 
rights, but is a law intended specifically to limit the constitutionally protected free speech 
of those (pro-life advocates) with an unpopular opinion. 
 
Petitioner attorneys represent Betty Mendoza. Petitioners will argue that Betty 
Mendoza’s rights under the First Amendment were violated, and that the ARA violates 
the First Amendment of the Constitution. 
 
Respondents are attorneys for the State of Swingstateonia and will argue that Betty 
Mendoza’s rights were not violated when she was arrested and the Access to Rights Act 
does not violate the First Amendment of the United States Constitution. 
 

Outline of Written and Oral Arguments 
 

The following is a possible outline of NJ LEEP student debaters’ arguments.  There may 
be other iterations of strong argument outlines, but such logical flow should cover all the 
points mentioned below.  (See page 109 of the NJ LEEP Debate manual for a legal 
argument flow chart.) 
 
I.   Is the ARA content and Viewpoint Neutral? 
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A. Does the Government read the messages before they are approved? Is the 
specific language in the message relevant to its approval? 

i. The language in McCullen reviews this definition. 
B. Does the ARA favor any particular viewpoint? 

i. Does the abortion language in the statute mean that it is not 
viewpoint neutral? 

ii. Does the practical impact of the law that mostly pro-life protestors 
will be affected mean the law favors a particular viewpoint? 

   
II.   Is the ARA both Narrowly Tailored and Serving a Significant Government 
Interest? 

A. What does Narrowly Tailored mean? 
a. Must a law be the "least restrictive", as stated in Schenck, in order to 

be narrowly tailored? 
b. How does the Schenck definition of narrowly tailored compare to the 

definition given in McCullen and Hill?  
B. What are the possible government interests in this case? 

a. Access to Constitutional rights? 
b. Public Safety? 
c. Any others? 

III. Are there alternate ways for the views to the Petitioners to express their 
views? 

1. How does the Counsel balance the right to be left alone and the 
right to persuade? 

2. What could be the role of social media, or more traditional 
media, in expressing the petitioner’s views?  

IV. Public Policy  
1. Is there any other reason why the ARA should not be allowed 

even if it meets all the Constitutional Requirements? 
2. Is the right to access so important that the Court should rescue 

the ARA even if it doesn’t pass all the Constitutional 
requirements? 

 
Cases and Materials For Debate Competition 

 
There are three case excerpts included in the debate manual for this debate competition.  
Students should compare and contrast cases, and included mention of all three cases in 
their written brief and oral argument. The following are summaries of the three case 
excerpts provided. 
 
I.   McCullen v. Coakley  
 
In this case the state of Massachusetts enacted a law placing a 35 foot buffer zone around 
the entrances and exits of clinics. The law displaced protestors for their places on 
sidewalks around clinics and sometimes into unsafe areas. Massachusetts claimed an 
interest in the public safety in passing the law. 
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The Court held that the law was content and viewpoint neutral, but that the law burdened 
substantially more speech than necessary. 
 
Petitioners: The Petitioners will want to pay very close attention to the specifics of the 
statute in this case.  The petitioners should also relate the reasoning for the passing of this 
law to the passing of the ARA in Swingstateonia. 
 
Respondents:  Respondents will also have to pay very close attention to the specifics of 
this statute relative to the ARA. Respondents must distinguish this case from Mendoza 
and explain why this decision is not going to control in their case. 
  
II.  Hill v. Colorado, (2000) 
 
This case is about 100 foot fixed buffer zone and an 8-foot floating buffer zone. The 
statute specifically forbids anyone knowingly approaching in the buffer to, “passing a 
leaflet or handbill, displaying a sign to, or engaging in oral protest, education, or 
counseling with such other person…” The Court discussed how this statute was not a 
regulation of the underlying speech, but of the time, place, and manner of where speech 
can be made.  
 
The Court held that the statute was narrowly tailored and the buffer zones were allowed. 
The knowing requirement, making the estimation of distances less exact and therefore 
onerous for petitioners to comply with, played a big part in the allowing this law. 
 
Note on page 124 the Hill court’s discussion of the difference between a 15 foot buffer 
zone and an 8 foot buffer zone, describing an 8 foot buffer zone as a “normal 
conversational distance.”  How does the ARA’s 12 foot buffer zone fit into this factual 
distinction? 
Note also the discussion of the “right to be let alone” in Hill on pages 122-23.  The 
statute in Hill prohibits speech closer than 8 feet only if it is unwanted.  Does the 
harassment provision of the ARA in Mendoza save it from constitutional condemnation? 
In other words, the ARA seems to only limit close proximity speech for “harassment” or 
attempts to “limit their abilities to exercise their constitutionally protected rights.”  What 
speech qualifies as banned by this language?  When is it “harassment?”  When does it 
limit access?  Is persuasive speech that is not overtly rejected “harassment” or right-
access limiting? Did Ms. Mendoza’s actions and speech even fall into these categories?  
It is an interesting issue for Petitioners and Respondents to wrangle over. 
Petitioners: The Petitioners will want to emphasize the difference between the two 
statutes and will make sure that the Mendoza case has a different result than the Hill case. 
This is especially true with regard to the floating buffer zones. 
 
Respondents:  Respondents will want to argue that the law in this case is similar to the 
ARA. Respondents will also want to use this case to argue that the ARA is narrowly 
tailored. 
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III. Schenck v. Pro-Choice Network of Western New York (1997) 
 
Respondents in this case were medical clinics and doctors. Their clinics were subject to 
large scale blockades and protests. After the complaint was filed the District Court issued 
a temporary restraining order creating a 15-foot fixed buffer zone and a 15-foot floating 
buffer zone. It also allowed for two sidewalk counselors to have conversations with 
people entering and leaving the clinic. However, if the person indicated they did not want 
to continue the conversation, the sidewalk counselors must cease and desist.  
 
The Court held that the fixed buffer zones were allowed but that the floating buffer zones 
were not Constitutional. The Court found that the floating buffer zones burdened more 
speech than necessary because they prevented the message from being communicated at a 
conversation tone. 
 
Petitioners: Petitioners will need to distinguish this case from the floating buffer zone in 
Hill. What are the differences are between the standards being applied in this case and in 
the Hill or McCullen cases. 
 
Respondents: Respondents will want to make a strong distinction between this case and 
our case. The mitigating circumstances in this case are distinct in their explicit nature. 
Respondents will attempt to make the facts very distinct from our case.  
 
 

Issues of Note 
 

I. No discussion of Roe v. Wade or abortion procedures 
 
This case is not about the Constitutional right to abortion. Students should not be arguing 
about individual’s rights to abortion or about any case law regarding that issue.  
However, as Justice Scalia’s dissent in Hill relates, abortion remains a highly emotional 
and divisive political and philosophical issue, and perhaps legal analysis will inevitable 
be colored by such division.  Students should be encouraged to make public policy 
arguments after their legal arguments to support their case in which they explore the 
societal ramifications for abortion, rights and unpopular opinions if the ARA is, or is not, 
held to be constitutional. 
 
 

II. Use of Fact Pattern 
 
Students should be encouraged to make creative arguments about the factual nuances of 
the case, but not to argue that any facts not in the materials exist.  Thus, students can 
interpret factual vagaries 
 

III. Persuasion versus blocked access 
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There is an interesting issue in the Mendoza case, and in the case excerpts in the fact 
pattern, involving the difference between persuasion and blocked access.  The case 
excerpts themselves do not fully tease out this distinction.  Does this distinction matter 
(see, for example, Schecnk’s language of distinction regarding rowdy blocked access 
versus persuasive sidewalk counseling.)?  Is this a legal distinction?  Should it matter?  
The tenor of McCullen seems to be influenced by a narrative of a kinder, gentler, pro-life 
persuasive counseling approach.  Again, should this matter.  If so, Petitioners may want 
to emphasize this distinction, as Ms. Mendoza seems to be of the kinder and gentler ilk.  
Respondents may want to stick to their guns—trying to stop access to exercising rights, is 
trying to stop access to exercising rights. 
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Questions for the Petitioner 
 

1. What case(s) was most helpful to your argument, and why? 

2. What role do you believe the legislative history plays in our understanding of the 

ARA? 

3. Would you consider the sidewalk outside of the WCC a traditional public forum? 

Why or why not?  

4. How can you distinguish this case from Hill v. Colorado?  

5. How do you distinguish this case, in particular the content and viewpoint 

neutrality element, from McCullen v. Coakley? 

6. Why does the ability to make your political statements on the internet, or on other 

alternative channels, not satisfy your political rights? 

7. Why do you believe it will be difficult to enforce the buffer zone restrictions 

fairly and accurately?  

8. Could this court alter the buffer zones, as in Schneck v. Pro-Choice Network of 

Western New York? 

9. Do you believe that the law must be the “least restrictive means” to achieve the 

stated goal in order to be narrowly tailored? 
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Questions for the Respondent 
 

1. What case(s) was most helpful to your argument, and why? 

2. What role do you believe the legislative history plays in our understanding of the 

ARA? 

3. Would you consider the sidewalk outside of the WCC a traditional public forum? 

Why or why not?  

4. How can the ARA be content neutral when it exempts employees of the WCC 

from the restrictions? 

5. Is there a policy reason why the ARA should not be allowed? Should the 

government be in the business of restricting, or at least chilling, speech? 

6. What is the substantial governmental interest that Swingstateonia is trying to 

protect? 

7. Do you believe it will be difficult to enforce the buffer zone restrictions fairly and 

accurately?   

8. Why are existing state laws covering trespass and harassment not enough to 

protect the patients of the WCC?  

9. How is the statute in McCullen v. Coakley similar to our case? How is it different? 

Does this affect the outcome of our case? 

10. Explain the importance of injunctions in relation to Hill, Schenck, and our case.  

11. Do you believe the alternative channels available, e.g. the internet, are as effective 

as sidewalk counseling? Does it matter if they are not as effective? 

 
 


